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sense of duty one to another? To put the same question
in another way, how will the change proposed affect
their capacity for governing themselves? The answer
is scarcely open to dispute. Ten thousand people
housed in a garden city like Welwyn are physically
able to control their own local affairs. They develop
a sense of community, a regard for the public need
and a habit of putting it before their own several
desires. The same number of people housed in a thin
line for miles up the Great North Road can develop
no sense of community. Their local interests must be
cared for by some much larger unit, by the county
or the government itself, which means, in fact, by
some external bureaucracy. Their sense of duty to
each other cannot be developed by exercise in respect
of their local affairs.
Where care has been taken to enable people to
manage their own local affairs a sense of public duty
will develop little by little, which in time will make
itself felt in wider political fields. A people so organised
will vote with a deeper sense of their public duty at
national elections. The parliaments and governments
they elect will reflect that temper. Majorities will
grow more careful not to assert their power unreason-
ably over minorities. They develop the faculty of
seeing the public interest as a whole, and also the
habit of putting it before their own. In the inter-
national field a people so disciplined will be less ready
to press national claims to the point of war than a
people who are trained only to blind obedience to
one ruler.
The particular cases of social reform here cited
may serve to remind us how much more there is in
the process of fitting a people to govern themselves
than questions of franchise—of giving them votes.
No public question is so small or so local that it can-
not be handled in a way to accustom each person in
the locality to consider the public interest as his own.

